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in Percy's laboratory, some sticks of wood-char coal were immersed in water, &nd 32-50 grains of gold in the form of chloride were added on August 7. Eighty-five more grains of gold, in the form of chloride, were added on November 3, I860, and the bottle was left to stand. This bottle is in the Percy collection, at South Kensington., and the surface of the charcoal is now coated over with metallic gold, which shows on its surface the fibres .and vessels of the stem.
Vegetable charcoal was adopted us a precipitant at the Mount Morgan Mine, ^Queensland, in 1887. The method adopted there is as follows :—• 'The solution is heated, the free chlorine being thus expelled; the liquid is then made to run slowly through large shallow tanks, each 10 feet by 11 feet .and 4 feet 6 inches deep (see Fig. 147).1 They are built of brick on a concrete foundation, and lined with Portland cement and tar. The layer of charcoal in them is 2 feet deep, rests on a filter-bottom, and is covered with thick perforated sheets of lead. The liquor flows downwards through three charcoal filters in succession, G(>0 cubic feet of charcoal being sufficient for the treatment of the liquor from about 100 tons per day of 11 dwts. ore. In preparing the charcoal for the (liters,2 it is crushed, and all that passes a 20-mesh and remains on a 30-mesh screen is called kk coarse/' whilst that which passes the 30-mesh and remains on a 40-mesh screen is called u fine." All that passes 40-mesh is thrown a\vay. Two cubic feet of fine are used to 1 cubic
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foot of coarse, the. coarse, being at the, top and bottom. The charcoal is well rammed in with the foot., especially round the walls. For seven months the liquor running away from these, (liters assayed in one mill 0-76 grain £jol<l per ton, and in the, other l'«S(.) grains per ton. After passing the charcoal, •all liquors are. run through a concrete, tank with a bed of sawdust 1 foot thick and more gold caught in this way. When the charcoal is coated suiri-•ciently with gold, it. is burnt in small furnaces furnished with dust chambers. The ashen were formerly amalgamated, and the rich slimes sold to the smelters. Afterwards the ashes were fluxed in crucibles and eventually in a small reverberatory furna.ce, the. {luxes used being soda ush and borax, which were mixed with the ashes and I hen moistened with water. D. Clark states that the charcoal ash contains from 20 to 40 per cent, of gold.3 The slag contained from 20 to ,10 o/,s. per ton. Animal charcoal cannot be used owing to the (liiliculty of burning it afterwards.
1 Nardin,  /Vor, ./nut. (Wf A'/»,'/., 11KM), 142, .'JOli.     1< miHsion of the Institution of Civil Kni<iiu'tsrH. a AT/K/. */.;ifi Kfmj.J.* Dec. 17, IHOH, p. 724. 3 Clark, Aiwtralinn Minin<t <md Md<t(lur<w, p. 202.
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